Let L denote a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero. Harish-Chandra [2] has shown that to each one-dimensional representation (X, K) of the Cartan subalgebra 3C of L we may associate an irreducible representation of L admitting X as a "highest weight function". This has been generalized by the author [3] by showing that if S is the centralizer of 3C in U, the universal enveloping algebra of L, and (7, K) is a one-dimensional representation of C we may again construct an irreducible representation of L admitting y j 3C as a weight function. In this paper we make a further study of the relationship between the representations of L and their weight spaces.
Weight spaces of irreducible representations.
It is well known that there exists a one-one correspondence between the representations of L and those of U which preserves irreducibility. Throughout this paper we will not distinguish between a representation of L and its unique extension to U. Proof. It suffices to show that for an arbitrary nonzero element »G V\ we have rj(p, X)(C)(i>) = V\, and this follows as a special case of equation (2.4) in a paper by Bouwer [l] .
We now observe that the representation r¡(p, X) determines p in the following sense. Unfortunately we have been unable to provide a "©-internal" answer to these questions; however, we do have the following straightforward result which we will use in the next section for somewhat more satisfactory results in a restricted case. Conversely if there exists an irreducible representation (p, V) of L such that 77 ¿ is equivalent to r¡(p, X¿) then Mi can be considered to be the left annihilator ideal of some nonzero element ViEV\¡-i.e. Mi= {cE&\pic)vi = 0}-for * = 1, 2. Moreover, as in §1 we have Mi = \uEU\p(u)vi -0} for i=\, 2. Since p is assumped to be irreducible there exists an element xG U such that p(x)v2 = vi and hence x G Ml and Ml xQMl. rjip, X) may be regarded as an algebra homomorphism from 6 into K. This particular class of representations of L was studied by the author in a previous paper [3] . Unfortunately, it is possible for inequivalent one-dimensional representations of 6 to yield equivalent representations of L. The next two theorems are aimed at shedding some light on the relationship between one-dimensional representations of 6 which yield equivalent representations of L. of L and those of Q, we are now interested in looking at the irreducible representations of 6 and the structure of Q. In this regard we have far more questions than answers. In previous papers [3] , [4] we have shown that 6 is a finitely generated subalgebra of U and if (77, IF) is a finite-dimensional, Xweighted representation of 6 then the associated irreducible representation (p, V) of L has the property that [p:X] < 00 for all X£3C*.
From these observed facts we face the following questions:
(1) Are all X-weighted (resp. irreducible) representations of 6 finite-dimensional?
(2) Are all irreducible representations of 6 X-weighted for some linear functional X£3C*? 
